SNAPCAGETM BUNKER USER
GUIDE
Congratulations for owning a
snapcageTM bunker!
The snapcageTM bunker is a unique
companion product of personal
paintball field - snapcageTM, featuring:
1. Made from heavy gauge PVC fabric –
20 mil thickness PVC;
2. Testing proof against consistent and
repeated shooting – tested by using
reusable and paintless paintball –
Mighty BallTM;
3. Water weight base, no tie down, no
bungee needed;
4. Fully printed graphic skin;
5. Perfect for snapcageTM and
snapmazeTM use; Also suitable for
home backyard field;
Inflate and use the snapcageTM bunker:
1. If you use the snapcageTM bunker in
outdoor environment other than in
the snapcageTM, check the location
where you will put the bunker to
make sure there are no sharp items,
which may damage the bunker;
2. Fill the water base before you inflate
the bunker. The water base cap
locates at the bottom of the bunker;
3. Move the bunker filled with water
base to the location where you like
to set it and inflate the bunker;
4. Use air mattress inflator or similar
inflator to inflate the bunker. Do
NOT use air compressor or any other
high pressure inflators;
5. Do NOT over inflate the bunker.
Bunker is fully inflated already when
the shape is full and you can still

push in 4-6 inches. Over inflation
will damage the products;
6. Do NOT leave the bunker under the
sun. The heat will increase the
pressure of the bunker and break the
seam. Check the bunkers from time
to time to ensure an appropriate
pressure level. If the bunker is full
blown and feels hard when pushed,
open the air valve to release some
air out to lower the pressure inside
the bunker.
Deflate the snapcageTM bunker:
1. If you are using real paintballs
instead of our reusable, paintless
Mighty BallTM, make sure you clean
the paint before you deflate the
bunker;
2. Release the water out from the base
by opening the water cap from the
bottom of the bunker;
3. Release the air out of the bunker by
opening the air valve;
TM

Repair the snapcage bunker:
1. If there is a small hole on the
bunker, you can use the repair kit
included with the bunker to do the
repairing as follows:
2. Clean the surface around the hole
and make sure the surface is dry and
free from oil;
3. Cut a patch piece bigger than the
hole;
4. Apply the repair glue on the patch
piece and around the hole;
5. Wait until the glue is sticky and then
apply the patch on the hole and
pressure tightly.
Clean and store the snapcageTM bunker:
1. Use water and mild detergent to
clean the surface of bunkers;
2. Let the bunker totally air dry;

3. Store the bunker in room temperature
with good ventilation.
DO NOT…
1. Do not setup the snapcageTM bunker near
open fire and heat resources;
2. Do not pull and drag the snapcageTM
bunker on ground, especially on ground
and rough surface ground;
3. Do not use heating, lighting or cooking
equipment with open flames in or near
the snapcageTM bunker;
4. Do not spray the snapcageTM bunker with
insecticide and other chemicals;
5. Do not leave the snapcageTM bunker in
high wind or hot sun.
DO….
1. Always use your Mask while playing
paintball games;
2. Always put your barrel cover on after
finishing paintball games.
4. Always use adult supervision.
DO NOT LEAVE YOUR SNAPCAGETM BUNKER
IN DIRECT SUNLIGHT LONGER THAN
NECESSARY. The sun’s ultraviolet (UV) light
degrades almost every fabric and material.
While the fabric has protection for (UV) light,
if left in sunlight for prolonged periods of
time, will fade and weaken. Also hot sunlight
will increase the internal pressure and causes
over inflation, which may break the seam.
UV Damage and beam busting by over
inflation are not covered by the
manufacture’s warranty.
Warranty and Replacement Parts
The snapcageTM bunker comes with 90 days
limited warranty. If you have questions or
need to order a part, call 1-888-SNAPCAGE
or visit our website at www.snapcage.com

